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August 21, 2017,  Camas National Wildlife Refuge, just west of Hamer, Idaho. Image by Lloyd W. Hofmann.
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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/contact/

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust  submissions:  Submit  articles  by email  to  the  editor  (see  above).  Please  include  the  word  Stardust in  the subject.
Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday before the monthly meeting; see following page for dates. Any standard document format is
acceptable (MSOffice, OpenOffice, LibreOffice, et al.) but plain text is preferred. Do not try to layout and format your article; your
labour will only be discarded. Graphics may be submitted as separate files, and clearly identified; indicate captions and references to
them within the text. Do not consider your article successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in T  ELUS   World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza in The Mayfield Common, NE of intersection of 170 
Street and Stony Plain Road. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in room 1-033 of the CCIS  *   Building on the U of 
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 
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President's Message by Sharon Morsink

I hope that everyone managed to see the eclipse, whether it
was a partial or total eclipse. I have seen many partials, and have
always  enjoyed  them,  but  for  a  change  I  (like  many  other
Edmonton RASC members) decided to go on a road trip to view
totality in Idaho. While I understood on an intellectual level what
I would be seeing during the eclipse, I was totally unprepared for
how  it  affected  me  emotionally  and  physically. When  totality
began, my heart began to beat fast and I had to sit down on the
ground. For this eclipse I did not take any photos during totality,
and just enjoyed the experience.

I travelled to Idaho with friends Tom and Ross. On a couple

evenings  Tom  pulled  out  his  telescope  and  we  had  some
excellent dark sky observing.  The photo that  I have submitted
(below) shows the Milky Way over our camp site near Stanley
Idaho, the night before the eclipse. Tom turned this into a public
outreach  event  and  shared  views  of  Saturn  with  the  other
campers.

Judging from the reports from RASC members, it  appears
that a wondrous time was had by all!

president@edmontonrasc.com

The night before the eclipse, near Stanley, Idaho. Image by Sharon Morsink.
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NLC from YEG in 2017:The Edmonton Noctilucent Cloud Report by Mark Zalcik

Lucky for NLC observers in 2017, the total solar eclipse
took place on August 21st, so by the time observers headed south
for totality, the NLC season was essentially over. Or was it? Read
on.

If this past season was to be a history-making one, it would
have to compete with the mammoth seasons in 2015 (many NLC
displays)  and  2016  (many  NLC  displays  AND  4  overhead
displays  from  Edmonton).  It  would  be  essential  for  the  first
displays to occur right at the beginning of June in order to set a
good pace.

Well...that didn't quite happen. Mike Noble caught the first
display of the season, but it didn't show up until Jun 9/10. From
that point, activity proceeded with its nearly one display/every
two nights clip for nearly the next two months, which is normal,
though many of these displays are very faint and/or low, or are
missed due to weather cloud interference.. The nuances that NLC
activity presented in 2017were interesting...

First,  it  looks  like  the  best  activity  of  the  entire  season
occurred almost right away. Mike's fourth sighting, on Jun 14/15,
reached a brightness of 3 (on the scale of 1-3, 3 being brightest),
and although the NLC only got to a modest 10 degrees elevation,
the  azimuth  range  was  320-090  degrees,  yes,  due  east!  Two
nights later Edmontonians experienced the highest display of the
year, with Mike following the  clouds  in  morning  twilight.  As

Mike noted on Astro, “The display is basically running from RA
315-100. It has risen to 60 degree altitude to the north. It's higher
than Polaris...this has been quite the evolving display.” I believe
Mike mentioned that the display topped out beyond the zenith;
this would be the only such display of the 2017 season. 

Nearly  a  week  later,  on  Thursday  the  22nd,  Mike  and  I
presented our NLC Astro Cafe at the Namao Community Hall.
Over  a  dozen  attendees  heard  Mike  talk  about  his  NLC
photographic regimen, while I spoke about looking for NLC on
automated sky imagery from Canadian airports. As the evening
progressed it was looking pretty obvious that the sky was going
to be clear that night, and sure enough, as we closed off at about
2300, the northern horizon was aglow with a nearly-cloudless
Solstice  twilight  arch.  Many  participants  sauntered  the  few
metres  to  the  northern  edge  of  the  hall  grounds,  where  a
shelterbelt gives way to a farmer's field, this year planted with
barley,  and  the  terrain  slopes  gently  downward  to  the  north
toward the Sturgeon River. The astronomers-turned-aeronomers
stood around in casual conversation, their faces awash in shades
of  perpetual  twilight.  This  was  no  run-of-the-mill  observing
session. Many of us in this situation are used to relying on our
telescopic equipment to tease out the modalities of the deep sky
above. But no, this was a full-blown vigil. For NLC. Eighteen
years previous, a huge swath of the mesospheric clouds swept
southward  on  this  night,  as  far  south  at  Durango,  Colorado,
barely the 37th parallel. 

Photo of the spectacular NLC display of Jun 30/Jul 1, 2017. Note the prominent band of NLC reaching the northern
horizon; the cloud at this point was sitting overhead  just south of Great Slave Lake. Photo: Bruce McCurdy.
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Well...that  didn't  happen  on  this  occasion.  By  midnight
most of the group made the trip back to the city. As it turned out,
a minor NLC did show up much later.

No worries, the bulk of peak season still lay ahead, and sure
enough, a remarkable streak of activity started off on Jun 27/28,
with  Mike  tearing  southeast  down  Highway  14  and  catching
NLC in the NW in gaps of cloud in the Kinsella area and the next
town.We should  make up  a  T-shirt  for  him  with  the  caption:
(front) To see NLC...; (back) Go to Irma.

Amazingly, Mike caught NLC for another nine nights. The
streak of Jun 27/28 to Jul 6/7 is a record for our NLC CAN AM
network;  who  knows  how  far-reaching  this  record  actually  is
even globally!A footnote: I saw NLC on all but the very first of
these  nights,  so  nine  consecutive  nights,  all  from  the  site  at
Namao.

Some of the best activity in the 2017 season happened to
occur during this peak decadal period.The display of Jun 30/Jul 1
featured a prominent soliton, or standing wave, of NLC angling
down to the horizon due north, taking on the saffron hues of deep
twilight at that low elevation (1st photo). A few Edmonton RASC
observers,  including Bruce McCurdy, Janey Yu,  Ross  Sinclair,
Clive  Figueiredo,  Mike  Noble,  and  I  caught  the  display  on
camera. On Jul 3-4 near local midnight, a brilliant array of bands
sat low in the north, the whole grouping creeping slowly west
along the horizon (2nd photo).

As mentioned above, the pace of activity remained pretty
quick through July and into early August, but the majority of the
shows were pretty marginal. Mike Noble's diligence in hunting
down displays gave us this season another good indication that
the NLC are out there, if you have the time and ambition to find
them.  One  of  the  active  nights,  Jul  28/29,  was  a  particular
challenge to Mike, who criss-crossed the landscape north of the
city to finally reveal in morning twilight that a major display was
underway. Meanwhile, in evening twilight I resigned myself to
foregoing the evening sky check in favour of slumber at home;
later on,during the morning sky check close to 0400, I stumbled
out in a catatonic state to actually nab the very same display... By
the way, a check of the aforementioned airport camera imagery
that  morning  indicated  that  major  displays were  occurring  all
through the subarctic,  with no fewer than eight sites recording
NLC.

Mike continued to catch very faint NLC well into August,
including  a  possible  one  on the  eve of  the  solar  eclipse,  Aug
20/21!This  could  be  yet  another  record  as  the  latest  NLC
previously recorded from Edmonton was Aug 18/19 back in the
60s or  70s.  Mike's  seasonal tally  in 2017 was as many as 41
active  nights;  compare  this  lofty  number  with  his  totals  from
2016 (42) and 2015 (43).No trend here...

One may be led to wonder about what is actually going on
if it is possible to have 40+ NLC sightings consistently year after
year with little variation. Maybe the equator-ward edge of polar
mesospheric  clouds  does  not  truly  exist  as  the  ragged,
asymmetric profile we see in satellite images. Maybe it is rather a
more linear front, which from night-to-night during the season
only migrates a few hundred kilometres north or south, the edges
of this front being perceptible at this latitude (53-54N) as feeble
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wisps of NLC.

The  difference  in  August  activity  this  season  compared
with last year was that in 2016 the August displays were more
prominent. Add the fact that this season got off to a late start, and
one may come to the conclusion that 2017 didn't quite maintain

the torrid strength of NLC activity in 2015 and 2016. As Bruce
McCurdy noted, “Most of the positives came in that (late June-
early  July)  tend-day  run;  after  it  ended,  pickings  were  slim
indeed.  Moreover, the  quality  of  the  displays was only  so-so.
Usually there's one or more great displays, and I saw zero this
year.”

Two nights later, Jul 3-4, compact but brilliant NLC bands hovered over the northern horizon. Photo: Mark Zalcik.
Eclipse Stories and Photos in no particular order

From David Ritter

Here is a picture of my wife Ann and Tasha the dog observing the eclipse.
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This was at 2 O'clock Creek Campground on the Kootenay Plains. Its on Hwy 11 and west of Nordegg. If you can find Abraham Lake 
on the map, the campground is just a few kilometers west of that.

Not much of story, but during the run up to totality we wandered around the campground and let everyone use the glasses. Every
single person we approached took a look and all were very impressed. The images we saw were pretty basic, but the moon taking a
bite out of the sun is still impressive no matter what. We watched until a few minutes before totality and the sun turned crescent. Then
it clouded over and that was basically it for the day. We did get one last glimpse maybe 20 or 30 minutes later as the sun peeked
through a couple of clouds. By then the crescent moved to the other side. But it went overcast after that so no move views for us.

From Sharon Tansey

I decided on a tour in an air-conditioned bus with responsibility to relocate us, if necessary, on the morning of the eclipse. Our viewing
location was a private ranch off a gravel road just west of Casper WY. The temperature was something like 90º. 

I spread out my camping pad, lay down and observed the partial phase with my 10 X 42 eclipse binoculars. Minutes after first contact,
I was shocked by an adrenaline flush and stomach flip: from the symmetry and pathway of the moon’s bite, you could see it was
GOING TO COVER THE WHOLE THING! You could certainly understand why primitive peoples would have been terrified. The
moon  gobbled  up  the  sun,  one  sunspot  group  at  a  time  until  finally  all  that  was  left  was  one  molten  arc,  shrinking  quickly.
Momentarily a deep lunar valley separated one glowing glob from the arc, then it was darkish. It was like being immersed in a fog
permeated with something strange and dark.

During totality there were too many things to look for so spent most of my time with my 10 X 25 hiking binoculars gasping at the
prominences. The second diamond ring was an indescribably intense point of light, there for a nanosecond. Shortly after that our tour
called us to lunch and only then did I realize, I was REALLY COLD!

From Lisa Mackell

My family and I headed to Stayton, Oregon for the eclipse. We left our hotel in Vancouver, WA by 5:15 am to hopefully beat the traffic
as we skirted around Salem, OR. We were successful, and pulled up to the high school in Stayton around 7:30 am. My husband set up
his camera, and we got out our solar viewing glasses to start watching. First contact was just after 9 am (local time). As the field
warmed up under the heat of the sun, my son noted the temperature was around 18-20C, peeking at about 21-22C. During totality at
10:18 am, he noted the temperature dropped to about 16C, and the air became noticeably cooler. The street lights flickered on, and the
shadows disappeared.

I've attached two pictures (below). One of the shadows at various times, and one of the area at two different times. The eclipse was
awe-inspiring, and there are no words to accurately describe the emotions.
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From Roman Unyk

ASTROCON and the eclipse in Casper, Wyoming was simply an unforgettable experience. I must thank Rick Brahm for suggesting
the location and venue over a year ago. Although Ray Nelson and I initially planned to go down ourselves, we ended up turning the
trip into a vacation with our families. We would go to the conference lectures while the others enjoyed various events in town.

I really liked the vendor displays because I had a chance to speak with many of the people involved with the design and engineering of
the telescopes and products on display. Stephen Bisque was a notable example, it's not often one has the opportunity to speak at length
with the president of the company responsible for the well known Pramount series of mounts and TheSky astronomy software.

Although the conference hotel was fully booked well before I registered, arrangements were made with other local hotels and we
stayed at the Super 8.Not a great place but adequate. One nice thing was that the motel parking lot adjoined a large open area so all
guests had plenty of room to setup equipment. The weather for the eclipse was next to perfect, only some high thin cirrus and a little
smoke from the BC fires. There must have been around 100 people in the field during the eclipse, some from as far away as London
and China. Since I knew I did not have the equipment or experience to properly photograph the eclipse, I just set up my video camera
and concentrated on enjoying the experience with friends and family.

As totality neared, what I found most captivating was the change in temperature, rush of darkness and response of the crowd. I've seen
hundreds of eclipse photos so knew what to expect, but none captures the full experience in it's entirety.

Below: two frame captures from some of my video.
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From Lloyd W. Hofmann, who also took the front cover image

We were on vacation in the US at the time. Knowing we would be there during the full solar eclipse we made some plans to say just
north of the path of totality in Butte Montana. Below is a list of equipment taken for the trip:

• Williams Optics Gran Turismo 81mm Refractor Telescope F/5.9, 478mm +/- focal length
• Teleview 2x Powermate
• Vixen Porta Tripod/Mount
• Canon 1100D/T3
• Solar Filters
• GoPro Session and Panasonic SDR-S50

There were a couple variables to consider. The weather, traffic the day of the eclipse, set up location, and an exit strategy after the
eclipse. During the days leading up to the eclipse it became evident the weather was going to be excellent. As we did not book a hotel
in the path of totality some travel would be required. We selected three potential location options. Some US news stations were
forecasting serious traffic delays and as nothing would be worse then getting a couple miles way from the area of totality only to miss
the big event. We decided to leave Butte Montana at 0400 with an approximate arrival time at Hamer, Idaho of 0700. We would fill up
with gas along the way down to keep a somewhat full tank in the event some form of apocalypse were to occur!

Our prime location was the Camas National Wildlife Refuge just west of Hamer, Idaho (population 91). It is relatively easy to get too
from the I15 Interstate, a public place anyone can visit, and lots of set up options. As we drove down traffic was steady, however
manageable which provided us some comfort. Upon arrival just north of our target location in Dubois, Idaho you could see hundred of
vehicles at the local rest stop and general area which concerned us. Fortunately driving a bit more south along some country roads we
also realized the majority of viewers were staying close to the Interstate. We arrived at the Camas National Wildlife Refuge at around
0730. There was some traffic, but it was being very well managed by volunteers and the local park staff. We found a spot and began
set up.

To our surprise where we were setting up we noticed several tents in the same field. We then realized NASA and a group of University
Students from the University of Montana were at the same location with plans to release weather balloons with camera equipment.
They sent up 4 balloons in the hours prior to totality which was a pleasure to watch. Clearly we had picked an excellent location!
Totality at this location was expected to last 2 minutes 13 seconds. We set up a temporary wind/rain shelter to protect from the sun as
it was hot! The area could be considered somewhat of a desert, low lying vegetation, and mostly bushes vs any trees.

The plan was to set up the scope, GoPro, and Camcorder, get the camera equipment ready and start taking pictures at first contact. I
decided to take pictures roughly every 10 minutes until about 5 minutes from totality. Shots were taken at 1/500s to 1/2000s all at ISO
200, using just the scope and Televue 2x Powermate. At 5 minutes prior to totality I would start the video cameras. One directed at the
Sun with a solar film attached and one away from the Sun at the general area. The DSLR with filter was attached to the scope and
would have its filter removed during totality. Radio station WWV from Fort Collins Colorado was turned on to provide an audible
time signal so the filters could be removed and replaced with accuracy and also allow me to have a good idea what features to watch
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for during the eclipse.

One glitch occurred about 10 minutes from totality. Not having a tracking mount the sun fell out of view which lead to some stressful
moments trying to find it again as strange as that sounds. Thankfully it was brought back into view!
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From Luca Vanzella

My wife and I ventured to Casper, Wyoming for the Great American Eclipse. We arrived early and left late, thus avoiding the Great
American Traffic Jams. We observed the eclipse through very thin cirrus clouds that did not hamper the experience (a jet contrail
appeared quite close to the Sun just before totality but luckily it did not drift in front). All in all, an excellent total eclipse.

 Although my main objective was to observe the eclipse visually through my trusty 80mm refractor, I signed up for the Eclipse Mega
Movie project on the condition that I could completely automate the imaging sequence during totality. In one of the grand traditions of
amateur astronomy, I cobbled together an imaging setup with owned and borrowed items: Canon Rebel T3i camera, with am old
Canon FD 300mm lens coupled with a Bower FD-EOS Adapter and filtered with a Baader AstroSolar film. The camera was attached
to a borrowed dovetail bar and the bar was attached to a borrowed Celestron NexStar SE mount/tripod, powered by a Canadian Tire
12v battery. Total spent for the imaging rig: 25 cents for a tripod bolt.

 I used Magic Lantern to automate the imaging sequence during totality. I shot an 11 EV bracket (1/2000s to 1/2s) every 10 seconds,
timed to intercept first contact. Due to an error, I shot the sequence at f/11 rather the planned f/8, which meant that I did not get images
of the outer corona, but the bracketing saved the day.

 Observing Location:

  42° 50' 50.29" N    42.84730°
 106° 13' 08.18" W  -106.21894°

 Here are two images of my images (next page):

• The corona at mid-totality.
•  Baily's Beads, Chromosphere, Prominences just before third contact.
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From Rick and Susan Bramm

Casper, Wyoming - Verda James Park

Six of us from Edmonton had identified a number of smaller, public green spaces in Casper, Wyoming and had settled on a small,
grassy park called Verda James Park in a quiet neighborhood in east Casper, south of Interstate Hwy 25 (coordinates: 42.8432 degrees
N, 106.2669 degrees W; see photos). We arrived at 7:30 am to set up two cameras with filters and telephoto lenses on tripods for
manual tracking and wireless shooting. Rick used his Televue NP101is with filters and modded camera for his photos. Our composite
image of the corona and prominences is attached.

During  the  morning,  as  the  moon slunk across  the  sun,  swallowed it  up,  and  then  unveiled  it  again,  we all  were  in  constant
conversation with people who were curious about our equipment and what we were seeing. Each of us had a handful of "eclipse
buddies" who stayed with us the whole time! For Rick it was 81-year-old Warren and his wife Nancy from Colorado. For Susan it was
a woman from Salt Lake City who knew lots about eclipses and took many photos images Susan captured on the camera.
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And then there was Cianna - an 11-year-old girl  from Denver, Colorado. She stayed with Susan the whole time, asking tons of
questions. She and her step-Dad Nick had done their homework too, making a pin-hole box camera with several holes that projected
tack-sharp crescents (see photos). Turns out Nick had been mesmerized by a total eclipse when he was young and he wanted Cianna,
her Mom Jamie, and little baby brother to see one too. Susan spread a white tablecloth on the grass to display the crescents and video
tape the shadow bands. Cianna had a stainless steel spaghetti strainer that showed the crescents best of all (see photo).

It was a busy, enriching and fleeting time! Totality was absolutely stunning!

To experience it with a child was really special. We will make sure our grandchildren are together for the next one, in 2024.
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From Dan Kulak

Our RASC group: Arnold and Sonia Rivera; Murray, Joanne and Connor Paulson; Dan, Kim and Brenden Kulak

Our Location...

On the southwest rim of South Menan Butte https://www.idahosolareclipse.com/, Idaho.  3.4 km from eclipse center line. Had to drive
about 1 km of 10% grade dirt path (not quite a road) up the side of the extinct volcano to get to the rim.

ABC NEWS8 had their satellite truck on site and has a story at  http://www.localnews8.com/news/eclipse/solar-eclipse-time-lapse-
butte-owner-reacts/612444297.  Members of our group doing various things appear repeatedly throughout the story, including a brief
close up of me backing away from my solar filtered 40x80 binoculars for the reporter to squeeze in and have a look at the partial phase
before C2.

The previous day, we went to the site and Murray/Joanne were extensively interviewed by a video team that was also up there at the
same time scouting the site.  We had to park at the bottom and walk up that day.  I physically tossed all the large rocks on the path off
to the side to avoid hitting them with my car the next morning as we were planning to drive to the rim well before sunrise.

From Tom Owen

A Stillness in Stanley

Lost on a wave, then after

The Stanley Museum in Stanley, Idaho was a happy accident of design
Sharon, Ross and I, planful, were streaming towards Redfish Lake on Highway 75 
When a glimpse of the broad lawn and a handmade sign
Caused a sudden change of course, and we had arrived.

Dream on, on to the heart of the sunrise

August 21st: the giddiness of a morning clear

Sharp, Distance

On the broad lawn
Small chattery groups gather at respectful Canadian distances 
Panicky cars thrum by, and
Fumbling fingers make final adjustments to obedient cameras.

First contact! yells Ross, and someone rings the old school bell
A bell of celebration, a bell of warning
How many bells have rung for how many eclipses?
Sound waves stream past the tents towards us 
Like acrobats and jugglers 
Heralding the grand leaving of the photon queen

How can the wind with its arms all around me

With shielded and averted eyes, we rise
Shivering under deepening indigo skies

Second contact, unfiltered
Gasps and exclamations, as
Sharon sinks down to the lawn.
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Third contact:
High fives all around.
Was that really two minutes long?

Fourth contact:
Amidst the noise and bustle of the departing
We regard each other in stillness.

Dream on
On to the heart of the sunrise

Tom Owen
August 30, 2017
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